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SNIPPETS

PARIS: Millions of jaded but jubilant French
were recovering yesterday after a night of cel-
ebration following the team’s 1-0 World Cup
semi-final win against Belgium, a victory that
has generated a rare but contagious mood of
optimism.

For those who returned to work, many had
barely slept after the spontaneous explosions of
revelry, dancing and car-horn blaring from the
streets of Paris to the smallest village squares of
a nation heaving to the beat of football chants.

The Champs Elysees and the vast circle
around the Arc de Triomphe were packed with
an estimated 200,000 fans, who danced, sang
and drank late into the night. The immediate
question on most people’s minds on Wednesday
was who will reach the final to face Les Bleus.
England and Croatia play in the other semi-final
in Moscow at 1800 GMT. 

There was no consensus about which team
would be a preferable - meaning easier - oppo-
nent for France and its hopes of triumphing in a
competition it has won just once before, on home
soil in 1998.

On social networks, soccer buffs shared space
with more light-hearted commentators, some of
whom were more interested in the historical and
political ramifications of a final face-off between
arch-rivals England and France.

“Winning the final over England would be
sublime, but losing to them would be so awful
that I’m hoping for Croatia,” said one Twitter fan
by the name of Antoine. Another contributor
made fun of France’s rivals on the other side of
the channel, saying: “Just spoke to an English
friend.  He tells me England’s playing Croatia on
Wednesday. So I’m like, ‘What a coincidence.
We’re playing them on Sunday.’”

French TV channels and radio stations talked
about little but soccer, relegating coverage of
weightier issues such as a fractious NATO sum-
mit to a few seconds. An estimated 19 million of

France’s 67 million population watched the
Belgium game, with that number only likely to
grow for the final.

Football pundits and celebrities waxed lyrical
about the young French side, particularly light-
ning fast striker Kylian Mbappe, one of the
stand-out stars of the tournament. In Paris, graf-
fiti popped up on one wall reading “Liberte,
Egalite, Mbappe!”, a play on the national motto
of “Liberte, Egalite, Fraternite” (Freedom,
Equality, Brotherhood). 

In the Belgian capital Brussels, yesterday
morning commuters had to endure more than the

pain of the previous evening’s loss. Honouring a
bet between the cities’ respective metro opera-
tors, the Brussels subway train company piped
music by late French singer Johnny Hallyday over
its sound system.

One member of the French team, towering
midfielder Paul Pogba, took to Twitter to dedi-
cate his side’s triumph to the team of young Thai
soccer players rescued after 17 days trapped in a
flooded cave in the country’s far north. Alongside
photos of the 12 rescued boys, Pogba wrote:
“This victory goes to the heroes of the day, well
done boys, you are so strong.” — Reuters

France holds collective breath as 
World Cup feats fuel joy and hope  

Soccer buffs shared space with more light-hearted commentators

BRUSSELS: Belgium’s defeat to France in their
World Cup semi-final produced a mixed reaction of
sadness and gratitude from fans at home on
Tuesday, who bemoaned a missed opportunity for
their “golden generation”.

A second-half goal from Samuel Umtiti in Saint
Petersburg gave France a 1-0 win, earning them a

place in Sunday’s final in Moscow against either
England or Croatia. Bravo @BelRedDevils for your
performance and having thrilled us until the semi-
final,” Belgium Prime Minister Charles Michel tweet-
ed.  At cafes and other fan gatherings, disappoint-
ment showed on Belgian faces after the team-known
as the Red Devils-were eliminated.  “It’s really too
bad to lose to France, Belgium’s national bad luck,”
Alice Cordier told AFP in a fan zone in Waterloo,
south of the capital Brussels.  “But we are still proud
to be Belgian,” the 27-year old fan added in the
town where French emperor Napoleon was defeat-
ed by a mix of European forces in a huge battle in
1815. Some echoed the love-hate relationship and
inferiority complex many French-speaking Walons
have with their bigger neighbour France.  “We will
hear it spoken about for 100 years,” one Belgian fan
said. “The French will take the mickey out of us.”
French speakers, who share a country with Dutch

and German speakers, are particularly sensitive to
what they see as France’s condescending attitude
toward them.

It’s only the second time in history that Belgium
have reached the World Cup semi-final, 32 years
after Diego Maradona’s Argentina beat them at the
same stage in Mexico in 1986 before going on to
win the tournament.  France won the World Cup in
1998 and are now in their third final.  For many
observers, this generation of talented players includ-
ing Eden Hazard, Kevin De Bruyne, Vincent
Kompany and others had a real chance to come
home victorious.

“Regrets are eternal. It will not be our day of glo-
ry on this 10 July,” a presenter of Belgium’s French-
language RTBF television station said after the final
whistle. But he thanked the team. “Thanks for having
allowed, thanks to football, to forget everything a bit
and enjoy moments of pleasure.” —AFP

Sadness as
Belgium’s ‘golden
generation’ 
exit World Cup

BRUSSELS: French supporters celebrate after watching the Russia 2018 World Cup semi-final football
match between France and Belgium in Jette district, center of Brussels, on Tuesday. —AFP

QUIMPER: Slovakia’s Peter Sagan clinched his
second stage win of the 2018 Tour de France yes-
terday, beating Sonny Colbrelli and Philippe
Gilbert at the uphill finish of stage five.  Defending
champion Chris Froome (Team Sky) and the other
overall contenders finished in or close to the main
group as overnight leader and Olympic road race
champion Greg van Avermaet (BMC) retained the
yellow jersey.  Belgian Philippe Gilbert sparked the
hostilities early on the uphill finish of the 204.5 km
ride from Lorient, but the Quick Step rider failed
to open up a significant gap on the chasing bunch.

Van Avermaet, wearing the yellow jersey, then
pulled to the front in a bid for the stage win as the
finish line approached but peaked too early.  The
race leader was left powerless when Sagan sped
past on his left.  Colbrelli pushed the Slovakian all
the way but, as he did on stage two, finished sec-
ond best to Sagan. Sagan said following the yellow
jersey had helped land him the stage.  “I’d like to
thank Greg (van Avermaet) because he did me a
favour when he went for it, I don’t know if he did it
on purpose but he dropped a lot of people,” said
Sagan, who has tightened his grip on the points
classification’s green jersey.

Asked if it would be a battle all the way to Paris
with Fernando Gaviria for the green jersey prize,
Sagan said: “I hope not!” The pair have two stage
wins each from the first five and Sagan had pre-
dicted Tuesday the Colombian might struggle with

the climbs.  “The fact he wasn’t in the sprint was
good for me,” Sagan said.

With five categorised climbs to be negotiated
over the narrow, tree-lined Brittany roads a break-
away was to be exepcted. An escape group featur-
ing Sylvain Chavanel embarked on a long range
bid with Van Avermaet’s BMC doing most of the
work at the head of the chasing peloton, and Bora

joining the chase late. Today’s sixth stage is
expected to shake up the peloton as it culminates
in the double ascension of the feared Mur de
Bretagne climb, a 2km long 6.9 percent gradient
affair. On paper, it looks a step too far for Sagan.
Lighter, more agile riders like Van Avermaet,
Aejandro Valverde, Julian Alaphilippe and Gilbert
are expected to shine. — AFP

Sagan clinches
another Tour de
France stage

LORIENT AND QUIMPER: Slovakia’s Peter Sagan celebrates on the podium after winning the fifth
stage of the 105th edition of the Tour de France cycling race between Lorient and Quimper, western
France, yesterday.— AFP


